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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

David Mulcahy Planning Consultants Ltd, have been instructed by Dunamaise Homes
dac to prepare a submission to the Draft Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2018-24 for lands
measuring 1.14 hectares at Kilminchy, Portlaoise, Co. Laois. Mr. Kelly is the new owner
of the site.
The submission seeks for the zoning in the Draft Plan to be changed from ‘Strategic
Residential Reserve’ to ‘Residential 2 – New Proposed Residential’.
The subject lands have the benefit of a live planning permission for 36 dwellings until
January 2021. Dunamaise Homes dac intention is to act on this permission in the
immediate future.
KEY PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Rebuilding Ireland Action

36 dwellings will make significant contribution to

Plan

increased housing supply in the town

Development Boundary

Inside draft LAP boundary

Zoning Sought

New Proposed Residential

Services

Public Foul and water services available.

Community facilities

Situated in close proximity to shops and a
neighbourhood centre

Proximity to public transport

Private bus transport to schools, third level and Dublin.

Constraints

None

Accessibility

Yes – significant frontage onto regional road
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Subject lands

Extract from Draft Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2018-24 showing the subject lands to be
zoned Strategic Residential Reserve (outlined in black).
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

David Mulcahy Planning Consultants Ltd, have been instructed by Dunamaise
Homes dac to prepare a submission to the Draft Portlaoise Local Area Plan 201824 for lands measuring 1.14 hectares at Kilminchy, Portlaoise, Co. Laois.
Mr. Kelly has full freehold ownership over the lands in their entirety.
The submission seeks for the zoning in the draft Portlaoise LAP 2018-24 to be
changed from ‘Strategic Residential Reserve’ to ‘Residential 2 – New Proposed
Residential’.
This submission will outline that the subject lands have the benefit of a live
planning permission for 36 houses which is not due to expire until 2021. Mr. Kelly
has recently purchased the lands and intends to act on this planning permission
in the immediate future. On this basis it makes logical sense for the lands to be
zoned Residential 2 rather than having a strategic zoning which really relates to
future residential development beyond the current LAP.
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2.0

CONTEXT

2.1

Location
The subject lands are located to the east of Portlaoise town centre on the south
side of the Dublin Road (R445).

Site Location

Fig No.1 Site Location Map (source: Myplan.ie - OSI Licence No.EN 0080915)

2.2

Description
The subject lands measure 1.14 hectares and are relatively flat. The lands are
greenfield in nature and are currently used for pastoral purposes.
The lands are enclosed by mature trees and hedgerows to the east, west and
south. The northern boundary which has an extensive frontage onto the Dublin
Road is comprised of a fence.
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There is an agricultural entrance off the Dublin Road
A review of historic maps on MyPlan.ie does not reveal any historic buildings
associated with the lands nor any recorded monuments.

Fig No: 2 Map showing applicant’s overall landholding in blue and subject site in red
(source: Myplan.ie - OSI Licence No.EN 0080915).
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Subject lands
R445

Fig No: 3 Aerial photograph showing subject lands (source: Google Earth Pro, February
2018).

Fig No.4 Historic 6 Inch Map (source: Myplan.ie - OSI Licence No.EN 0080915).
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Fig No.5 Historic 25 Inch Map (source: Myplan.ie - OSI Licence No.EN 0080915).

Fig No. 6 Photographs of the subject lands taken from Dublin Road.
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2.3

Adjoining Land Uses
South
The lands to the south are in agricultural use, although planning permission was
recently granted on these lands for XX dwellings in XXXX.
East
The lands to the east of the site contain and dwelling with a commercial business
to the rear (Martley’s of Portlaoise1).
West
The lands to the west contains two detached dwellings which are well screened
by existing mature trees.
North
The R445 (Dublin Road) is a single carriageway which runs along the north of the
site. The lands are within the 60kp/h posted speed limit. There is no public
footpath to the front of the site. There is a public footpath further to the west.

2.4

Portlaoise Town
The Kilminchy area to the east of Portlaoise town is characterised by residential
development. Heathfields residential estate is located to the west of the subject
lands (beyond the two detached houses) and Holdbrook residential estate is
under construction to the north of the subject lands, on the opposite side of the
Dublin Road. The large-scale Kilminchy housing development is located west of
Holdbrook.
There is an established neighbourhood centre in Kilminchy and a large Centra
shop in Downey’s filling station within walking distance of the lands.

1

Bus hire company
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Martley’s bus/coach hire are located adjacent to the subject lands. They
provide bus services to all local schools, third level colleges and employment
centres in Dublin.

Holdbrook
Kilminchy

Neighbourhood
Centre

Site

Shop

Heathfields

Fig No.7 Map showing the extent of residential development and amenities in
the vicinity of the site.
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3.0

PLANNING HISTORY

3.1

Subject Lands
Reg. Ref. 10/396
Condition planning permission was granted by Laois County Council on 10th
January 2011 to erect 36 dwellings comprising 7, two-bed, 6 three-bed and 23,
four-bed units of 2 and 3 storeys in height, access onto Dublin Road, cycleway
to Dublin Road, estate roads with appropriate traffic calming measures,
footpaths, car parking spaces, foul and surface water drainage, landscaping,
public open space and all related works and services on site on Dublin Road,
Kilminchy, Portlaoise, Co Laois.

There were 20 conditions attached to the

permission.
This permission is stated on the Laois on-line planning enquiry system to expire on
8th January 20162.

2

This date is corroborated on the Laois Co. Co. on-line planning enquiry system under Reg. Ref. 10/396. This
date does not take into account the 9 day Christmas period over each of the five years of the permission and the
five year extension period as per Browne v Kerry Co. Co. and thus will extend 90 days beyond this date.
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Subject lands

Fig No.8 Site layout plan submitted with the application (not altered at further information
stage).

Reg. Ref. 15/338
On the 15th October 2015 Laois County Council granted permission for an
extension of the permission granted under Reg. Ref. 10/396 by 5 years. No date
is provided in the Council’s Order but based on the final expiry date of the
original grant of planning permission it is estimated that the permission has been
extended until 8th January 20213.
Therefore this planning permission is still live.

3

This does not take into account the 9 day Christmas period over each of the five years of the permission as per
Browne v Kerry Co. Co. and thus will extend 45 days beyond this date.
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No works have taken place on foot of this permission to date, but a director of
Dunamaise Homes dac informs us that commencement on the proposed
development is imminent with tenders currently being prepared.
3.2

Adjoining Lands To South

Reg. Ref. 17/140
Conditional planning permission was granted to Bridgedale Homes on 21 st August 2018
to amend previously approved permission Reg. Ref. 16/82 which consisted of 46
dwellings and associated site works. The proposed amendments include; (i) revised site
layout plan to replace 46 dwellings with 59 dwellings, consisting of 16 no. 4 bedroom
detached, 8 no. 4 bedroom semi-detached, 14 no. 3 bedroom semi-detached, 9 no. 3
bedroom terrace, 8 no. 2 bedroom terrace all two storey and 4 no. 2 bedroom
bungalows, (ii) all ancillary and associated site works on 3.2 hectares site at Heathfield,
Ballymooney,, Portlaoise,, Co. Laois.

Subject lands

17/140

Fig No.9 Extract from site location map submitted with Reg. Ref. 17/140 showing the red
line boundary of the site.
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4.0

PLANNING CONTEXT

4.1

National Framework Plan 2040
The NPF is based on a projection of a 5.7 million people population by 2040 which
is used as a benchmark against which the strategy is placed. This benchmark
provides for one million additional people, 660,000 additional jobs and 550,000
new homes by 2040 (or 25,000 houses to be built each year4).
50% of the national population growth should happen in the Eastern and
Midlands (EMRA) Region and 50% of this population growth should happen within
the City of Dublin and its suburbs. This represents significant housing growth in the
EMRA Region up to 2040 which includes Co. Laois.

4.2

Rebuilding Ireland - Action Plan for Housing & Homelessness 2017
The Action Plan is a response to the housing crisis which has seen a significant
shortfall in housing, particularly in the greater Dublin area.
The Action Plan sets ambitious targets to double the annual level of residential
construction to 25,000 homes and deliver 47,000 units of social housing in the
period to 2021
There are 5 pillars to the Action Plan. Pillar 3 – Build More Homes – seeks to
increase the output of private housing to meet demand at affordable prices.

4

The Goodbody BER Housebuilding Tracker estimates that annual housing output is running at approximately
11,500 per annum and is amongst the lowest in Europe (source: Irish Independent, 23 rd April 2018).
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4.3

Sustainable Urban Residential Development Guidelines, 2009
The Guidelines advise that Outer Suburban and Greenfield sites may be defined
as open lands on the periphery of cities or larger towns whose development will
require the provision of new infrastructure, roads, sewers and ancillary social and
commercial facilities, schools, shops, employment and community facilities. The
subject lands would fall within this classification.
The Guidelines note that the greatest efficiency in land usage on such lands will
be achieved by providing net residential densities in the general range of 35-50
dwellings per hectare and such densities (involving a variety of housing types
where possible) should be encouraged generally.
Development at net densities less than 30 dwellings per hectare should generally
be discouraged in the interests of land efficiency, particularly on sites in excess
of 0.5 hectares (s.5.11).

4.4

Regional Planning Guidelines for the Greater Dublin Area 2010 – 2022
These guidelines are due to be replaced by new guidelines from the Regional
Spatial & Economic Strategy for the Eastern and Midland Regional Assembly
once the National Framework Plan is published.
Under the current guidelines Portlaosie is designated as a Principle Town.
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4.5

Laois County Development Plan 2017 – 2023

The CDP notes that the population of Portlaoise town has grown significantly
since 2002 (12,127 persons) to 2011 (20,145) – see table no.2 from the CDP below.

The 2016 Census recoded a population of 22,050 showing that the population of
the town continues to grow at a significant rate despite the economic recession
which prevailed from 2008 until 2013. With the improved economy there it is
reasonable to conclude that this population growth trend is likely to continue
and house must be provided to accommodate this growth.

Fig No.10 Graph showing population growth in Portlaoise from 1990 -2016
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4.6

Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2006-12
The subject lands were zoned Residential 2 under the Portlaosie LAP 2006 -125.

4.7

Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2012-18
The subject lands are zoned Residential 2 under the Portlaosie LAP 2012-18.

Subject lands

Fig No.11 Extract from draft Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2018-24 showing the
subject lands to be zoned Residential 2.

4.8

Draft Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2018-24
The draft Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2018-24 has now changed the zoning on the
subject lands to Strategic Reserve.

5

Source: Planner’s Report under Reg. Ref. 15/338.
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Subject lands

Fig No.12 Extract from draft Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2018-24 showing the
subject lands to be zoned Strategic Residential Reserve

Subject lands

Fig No. 13 Extract from draft Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2018-24 showing the
subject lands to be zoned Strategic Residential Reserve (outlined in black).
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The Draft LAP flood map does not show the subject lands to be within the flood
risk area.

Subject lands

Fig No.14 Extract from Flood Plains map in the draft Portlaoise LAP 2018-24.
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5.0

SUBMISSION

5.1

Introduction
It is respectively submitted to the Council that it does not make sense to zone
the subject lands for Strategic Residential Reserve when the lands have the
benefit of an extant planning permission that is live until 2021.
The stated objective of lands zoned for Strategic Residential Reserve is:“To provide lands for future development in line with national and regional
targets”.
The stated purpose of this zoning is:“The inclusion of such lands will not in any way infer a prior commitment on the
part of Laois County Council regarding their future zoning during the review of
the subsequent development plan for the plan period 2024-2030. Such a
decision will be considered within the framework of national and regional
population targets applicable at that time and the proper planning and
sustainable development of the County”.
In essence this zoning relates to lands which are held in reserve for potential
future residential development. It is submitted to the Council that given the
subject lands having a live permission and are ‘committed’ this should be
reflected by an appropriate zoning objective i.e. Residential 2.
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It is accepted that the subject lands were previously zoned Residential 2 under
the two previous local area plans for Portlaoise and this zoning did not yield any
housing but there are two critical factors which are important to highlight to the
Council.
1. The site is under new ownership and the new owners are fully committed to
acting on the extant planning permission
2. The severe economic downturn during this period which is only now
beginning to recover.
The reasons for supporting new residential development on the subject lands are
outlined below:
5.2

Reasons for Supporting Residential Development on the Subject Lands:

o

Pillar Number 3 of Rebuilding Ireland seeks to build more private houses in
order to address the current housing crisis.

o

Only 11,500 houses are currently being built per annum. The National
Framework Plan 2040 estimates the need for 25,000 houses to be built per
annum and seeks to encourage house building outside Dublin in established
towns - such as Portlaoise.

o

The subject lands were previously zoned for Residential development which
indicates that the Council considered them eminently suitable for residential
development.

o

There are no known constraints associated with the development of the
subject lands.

o

The lands have the benefit of a live planning permission for 36 dwellings.
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o

The lands adjoin existing residential zoned lands and represent sequential
development.

o

The lands have direct and extensive frontage onto an established public
road.

o

The lands are under single ownership and do not require any collaboration
with others for development.

o

The Council have recently granted permission for additional housing on
adjoining lands which demonstrate that this part of Portlaoise will be
developed for housing and is not a strategic reserve area.

The changing of the zoning objective in the draft Plan to Residential 2 would give
surety to the new owners and enable them to finance and programme the
delivery of the permitted houses.

We trust that the Council will afford this

submission serious consideration in the preparation of the Portlaoise Local Area
Plan 2018-24.
Signed:

David Mulcahy
David Mulcahy Planning Consultants Ltd
CHARTERED PLANNING CONSULTANTS
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DRAFT PORTLAOISE LOCAL AREA PLAN 2018 – 2024

SUBMISSION RELATING TO FORMER CENTREPOINT
SITE AND ADJACENT LANDS AT MOUNTRATH
ROAD, PORTLAOISE
May 2018

ON BEHALF OF:

KYLE ESTATES LTD / DEXTERBROOK LTD

Submitted to:

Planning Department, Laois County Council
portlaoiselap@laoiscoco.ie

1.0 INTRODUCTION
On behalf of Kyle Estates Ltd and Dexterbrook Ltd, owners of the subject lands, the following
submission to the Draft Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2018-2024 (hereafter the ‘Draft LAP’) is
made in respect of lands at the former Centrepoint site and adjacent lands at Mountrath Road,
Portlaoise, Co Laois.
The purpose of this submission is to seek Amendments to the Draft LAP in relation to:


Zoning Objectives (Map 2 and Page 73 (New Proposed Residential)); and



Opportunity Site 3 (page 39).

Kyle Estates Ltd and Dexterbrook Ltd are the owners of the lands, which previously
accommodated the Centrepoint / Shaw’s Drapery Shop (which relocated to its current location at
Kylekiproe Road), a Hardware Store / Builders Yard and a Filling Station. The Hardware Store /
Builders Yard was the last building to become vacant and ceased trading in 2013.
Our clients have been actively trying to sell the lands but this has been difficult due to the
economic climate over the past 10 years. However, in the context of the uplift in the market in
Portlaoise in recent years, and subject to the appropriate zoning and policy in the LAP, they are
confident that the site can be developed in the short to medium term

2.0

THE SITE
As shown on the map attached (Figure 1), the subject site (3.74ha) comprises a number of
parcels of land on a north-south axis between the Mountrath Road and Harpur’s Lane.
The site has its main vehicular access from Mountrath Road and a secondary entrance road
from Harpur’s Lane.
The site includes:

former petrol filling station on Mountrath Road,



former Centrepoint building and associated car park and service area,



an old hardware store / builders yard and hardstand area associated with the adjacent
Centrepoint retail centre, and



undeveloped lands to the rear of the site off Harpur’s Lane and Pleasant Place.

The lands are currently zoned – “Town Centre – Secondary” (“to provide for and improve
retailing and commercial activities”) in the Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2012-2018.
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Former
Builder’s Yard
/ Service Area

Former
Centrepoint
Building

Former
Filling
Station

Figure 1 – Subject Lands
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Figure 2: Extract from Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2012-2018 showing the Current “Town
Centre – Secondary” Zoning of the Lands
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3.0

OVERVIEW OF DRAFT LAP AND AMENDMENTS SOUGHT

3.1

ZONING
As illustrated in the extract below from the Draft Zoning Map (Figure 2), the sites are proposed
to be zoned Residential 2 (New / Proposed Residential) with the objective of providing for ‘new
residential development, residential services and community facilities’.
The following changes are sought in the forthcoming LAP in relation to the subject lands:
OUTCOME SOUGHT – ZONING
From:

Residential 2 - Proposed/New Residential (4.2HA)

To:

Residential 2 - Proposed/New Residential (3.5HA)
&
Neighbourhood Centre (0.7HA)

Proposed Neighbourhood Centre

Figure 3 - 2018 – 2024 Draft Portlaoise LAP Zoning Map Showing Subject Lands and Amendment Sought to
Include Neighbourhood Centre Zoning
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Planning Rationale for Rezoning of Portion of Land to “Neighbourhood Centre”
The proposal to rezone part of the subject lands to “Neighbourhood Centre” is supported by the
following reasons:1. The residential population of the local catchment area will continue to increase in the coming
years, which is reinforced by the proposed zoning of additional land within the plan area of
Portlaoise, for residential development. By zoning a portion of the subject land as
‘Neighbourhood Centre’, this will provide an opportunity for a Neighbourhood Centre to
serve the local retail needs of existing and future dwellings to the north and south of the site.
Possible commercial uses for the neighbourhood centre could include a convenience store,
local shops and services, hairdressers, offices, medical, consulting services and community
uses. There is currently no neighbourhood centre facilities on the Mountrath Road and with
the significant residential population now planned, such “nodes” are important to avoid
mono-use residential neighbourhoods without supporting facilities.
2. In addition to retail/ commercial uses, it is envisaged that the ‘Neighbourhood Centre’ portion
of the site could also allow for a range of residential typologies other than traditional own
door housing formats that might be anticipated in the “R2” lands. For example, a mix of
tenure can be supported in an integrated format and this can include housing for the elderly
of apartments for private sale or rental. The size of the proposed Neighbourhood Centre site
would allow for this mix to be designed into a mixed use development whereas a smaller NC
site would not allow this flexibility.
3. The site has historically accommodated neighbourhood retail development and it is an
appropriate location for such a zoning to replace the previous forecourt shop and the Shaws
store. This would not be possible under the R2 zoning as currently proposed. For example,
the following possible land uses, which are not permitted under the proposed “R2”
Residential Zone, could be considered under the Neighbourhood Centre zoning:







Convenience store / deli
Petrol Filling Station
Local offices (eg. architects, solicitors, accountants etc.)
Café / Restaurant
Beauticians and hairdressers;
Pharmacy etc.

By zoning a portion of the lands as ‘Neighbourhood Centre’, this will allow flexibility in
what can be developed on the site and greatly improve the potential for development of the
site.
The landowners have been actively pursuing potential developers / purchasers of the site,
since the closure of the Centrepoint buildings. The hardware store / builder’s yard evacuated
the lands in 2013 and since then, the site has remained vacant.
By allowing a flexible zoning on the land this will provide the greatest chance of development
of the site, which is an outcome sought by not only the landowner but also Laois County
Council.
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3.2

OPPORTUNITY SITE
Section 10.2.3 (page 39) of the Portlaoise LAP identifies the Centrepoint site as an Opportunity
Site and provides comments outlining the vision for the development of the site.
Having regard to the change in zoning sought, an additional bullet point comment is sought to be
included and is identified in bold and italics below:

OUTCOME SOUGHT NO.2 : OPPORTUNITY SITE
Insert Additional Comment as inserted in bold and italics as follows:Comments:


Brownfield retail site with a disused petrol station located at Mountrath Road, with
access also from Harpers Lane;





Extensive surface car park;
Prime location for redevelopment;
Not located within an Architectural Conservation Area;



No Protected Structures within the site;



Public realm improvements would be beneficial and should seek to maximise green
and blue infrastructure through landscape design;




Development could be intensified to provide a key landmark or gateway building;
Care should be taken that this building addresses the extensive street frontage
available and be designed to an exceptional standard. Development shall comprise a
high quality design, fine grained active frontage blocks providing a strong built edge
to the surrounding public thoroughfare. New buildings should be permanent, timeless
and contemporary structures. Car parking should be provided to the rear of the
building or within the structure itself.



The Neighbourhood Centre (NC) will be an node providing local retail and civic
services, as well as providing employment and residential opportunities, which will
serve the existing and future residential development to the west of the railway line
and north and south of the Mountrath Road.
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4.0

CONCLUSION
We trust that you will take this submission into account in your deliberations and would welcome
an opportunity to meet to discuss the submission at your convenience. Please keep us informed
of progress in relation to the Local Area Plan preparation process.
If you require any further information in relation to any aspect of the above, please do not hesitate
to contact us.

________________
BMA PLANNING
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Jason Redmond & Associates Consulting Engineers

Civil Structural
Project Management
Ph: 05786 81155
Email: info@jrassc.ie
5 Lismard Court,
Portlaoise,

The Senior Planning Officer

Co. Laois

Laois County Council
Aras an Chontae
Portlasoie
Co Laois
8th May 2018

Re: Garryduff Properties Site, Kilminchy, Portlaoise Co Laois
Dear Sir/Madam
Please find attached a submission in respect of the above site for the Draft Portlaoise Local
Area Plan. David Mulcahy Planning Consultant has prepared a thorough and detailed
submission – see attached. On behalf of our client Garryduff properties Ltd we would like to
reinforce the following points.
•
•

•
•

•

The lands have had substantial infrastructure works completed including roads,
watermains, ESB Supply, Foul Drainage, Storm Drainage and a Foul Drainage
pumping station. These lands are not suitable for agriculture or other uses.
The drainage connections from the adjacent Holdbrook scheme and other parts of
Kilminchy pass through the site as part of the overall infrastructure masterplan for
Kilminchy. This site should be viewed as an integral part of the Residential Scheme of
Kilminchy.
The subject site has permission for 149 residential Units however this runs out in
March 2019 and it is impossible to build out the scheme in that time frame.
There are other sites in close proximity which also have been proposed to change
zoning from Residential to Strategic reserve however those other sites are
significantly smaller with smaller numbers of units and far longer left to run on their
permissions i.e. the other comparable sites can actually complete their permitted
developments within the life of their permissions. That option is not available on this
site for our client and as such this site should be viewed differently.
The lands have only recently come available to our client who is a developer and
does actively wish to move forward with a residential scheme for the site. This
residential scheme of course will include a social housing aspect.

Vat Ref No. IE 9668758S

Company Registration No. 447648

We trust you find the attached submission in order and please don’t hesitate to contact the
undersigned should you have any queries.

Yours Sincerely

________________
Jason Redmond
Chartered Engineer

Ref Photo – Showing Roads Infrastructure through subject site
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PLANNING CONSULTANTS LTD
67 The Old Mill Race, Athgarvan, Co. Kildare
PH: 045 405030/086 350 44 71
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www.planningconsultant.ie
Company No: 493 133 Directors: D. Mulcahy & M. Mulcahy
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

David Mulcahy Planning Consultants Ltd, have been instructed by Mr. John Booth of
Garyduff Properties to prepare a submission to the Draft Portlaoise Local Area Plan 201824 for lands measuring c.6.2 hectares at Kilminchy, Portlaoise, Co. Laois. Garyduff
Properties Ltd are the owners of the site having purchased the lands from Davgate Ltd
(Michael Gowing).
The submission seeks for the zoning in the Draft Plan to be changed from ‘Strategic
Residential Reserve’ to ‘Residential 2 – New Proposed Residential’.
The subject lands have the benefit of a live planning permission for 149 units and a
childcare facility and it is the full intention of Garyduff Properties Ltd to develop the
lands for housing given this is what the lands were purchased for. The lands currently
have road bases, drainage infrastructure and water mains infrastructure through the
site and there is an existing pump station within the subject site.

To ensure the

development is financed and programmed correctly surety in the zoning is required.

KEY PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Rebuilding Ireland Action Plan

149+ dwellings will make significant contribution to
increased housing supply in the town

Development Boundary

Inside draft LAP boundary

Zoning Sought

New Proposed Residential

Services

Public Foul and water services available.

Community facilities

Situated in close proximity to a neighbourhood
centre and shops

Proximity to public transport

Bus transport

Constraints

None

Accessibility

Yes – significant frontage onto regional road
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Extract from Draft Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2018-24 showing the subject lands to be
zoned Strategic Residential Reserve (outlined in black).
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

David Mulcahy Planning Consultants Ltd, have been instructed by Mr. John Booth
of Garryduff Properties to prepare a submission to the Draft Portlaoise Local Area
Plan 2018-24 for lands measuring c.6.2 hectares at Kilminchy, Portlaoise, Co.
Laois.
Garyduff Properties have full freehold ownership over the majority of the lands
involved in this submission (apart from the lands to the west side of the access
road – see details below). They recently purchased the subject lands from
Davgate Ltd with the sole intention of developing the lands for housing.
The submission seeks for the zoning in the draft Portlaoise LAP 2018-24 for the
subject lands to be changed from ‘Strategic Residential Reserve’ to ‘Residential
2 – New Proposed Residential’.
This submission will outline that the subject lands have the benefit of a live
planning permission for 149 dwellings as granted by An Bord Pleanala and
subsequently extended until March 2019 (excluding additional Christmas
periods). On this basis it makes logical sense for the lands to be zoned Residential
2 rather than having a strategic zoning which really relates to future residential
development beyond the current LAP.
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2.0

CONTEXT

2.1

Location
The subject lands are located to the east of Portlaoise town centre on the south
side of the Dublin Road (R445).

Site Location

Fig No.1 Site Location Map (source: Myplan.ie - OSI Licence No.EN 0080915)

2.2

Description
The subject lands are comprised of two landholdings. The lands to the east of the
existing access road are in the ownership of Garryduff Properties Ltd measure 5.1
hectares. The lands to the west side of the access road measure approximately
1.03 hectares and are understood to be in the ownership of a receiver1.

1

Source: client.
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The lands are undeveloped apart from some dwellings at the northern end. The
site is essentially a large area of disturbed ground. The fall of the land is generally
westwards/southwestwards. The lands are accessed via an entrance off the
roundabout junction at Kilminchy Close. This roundabout access provides access
onto the R445 (Dublin Road).
The lands currently have road bases, drainage infrastructure and water mains
infrastructure through the site. The Foul and storm drainage for the adjacent
Holbrook scheme traverses the subject site and is an intrinsic part of the overall
Kilminchy drainage infrastructure. The location and layout of the existing
drainage has been designed to cater for the permitted housing development.
There is an existing pump station within the subject site which is in the charge of
Laois County Council again serving other elements of the Kilminchy scheme.
A review of historic maps on MyPlan.ie does not reveal any historic buildings
associated with the lands nor any recorded monuments.
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Fig No: 2 Map showing applicant’s overall landholding in blue and additional lands
included in the submission in red (source: Myplan.ie - OSI Licence No.EN 0080915).
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Subject lands
R445

Fig No: 3 Aerial photograph showing subject lands (source: Google Earth Pro, February
2018).
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Fig No.4 Historic 6 Inch Map (source: Myplan.ie - OSI Licence No.EN 0080915).

2.3

Adjoining Land Uses
South
Holdbrook, an unfinished housing estate is located to the south of the subject
lands.
East
Agricultural lands.
West
Low density suburban housing.
North
Agricultural lands.
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2.4

Portlaoise Town
The Kilminchy area to the east of Portlaoise town is characterised by residential
development. Heathfields residential estate is located to the west of the subject
lands (beyond the two detached houses) and Holdbrook residential estate is
under construction to the north of the subject lands, on the opposite side of the
Dublin Road. The large-scale Kilminchy housing development is located west of
Holdbrook.
There is an established neighbourhood centre in Kilminchy and a large Centra
shop in Downey’s filling station within walking distance of the lands.
Martley’s bus/coach hire are located to the south side of the Dublin Road. They
provide bus services to all local schools, third level colleges and employment
centres in Dublin.

Site

Neighbourhood
Centre

Holdbrook

Shop

Fig No.5 Map showing the extent of residential development and amenities in
the vicinity of the site.
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3.0

PLANNING HISTORY

3.1

Subject Lands
The subject lands have the benefit of a live planning permission until March 2019
but this is insufficient in order to build out the permission.
Reg. Ref. 08/293
Conditional permission was granted to Dunmore Partnership by An Bord
Pleanala on 24th March 2009 to construct 150 units comprising 149 no. one and
a half and two storey dwellings (9 no. two bed dwellings, 136 no. three bed
dwellings and 4 no. four bed dwellings), 1 creche, estate roads, footpaths and
cycleway, garages, parking spaces and new vehicular accesses onto existing
road at Eastern Edge, Gowing Wall, Kilminchy, Portlaoise, Co. Laois.

Reg. Ref. 14/46
Permission was granted to Grant Thornton, Receiver of the Specific Assets of
Kilminchy Holdings Ltd by Laois County Council on 4th April 2014 to extend the
duration of the planning permission granted under Reg. Ref. 08/293 by 5
additional years. The Council’s Order does not state what date the permission is
extended to exactly but 5 years from the date of the An Bord Pleanala decision
on 24th March 2009 is 23rd March 2014 and an additional 5 years brings the
extension up until 23rd March 20192.

2

This date does not take into account the 9 day Christmas period over each year of the permission and extended
period as per Browne v Kerry Co. Co. and thus will extend 90 days beyond this date.
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3.2

Adjoining Lands to the South (Holdbrook)
Reg. Ref. 05/1685
Conditional permission was granted by Laois County Council on 11th October
2016 to the Dunmore Partnership to erect 65 residential units including Part V
provision comprising, 4 no. 2 bed 2 storey units, 17 no. 3 bed 2 storey house units,
24 no. 4 bed 2.5 & 3 storey house units & 20 no. 2 bed apts in 2 no. 2.5 storey
blocks. Estate roads, footpaths & cycleways, garage, parking spaces & new
vehicular accesses onto existing roads. Foul & Surface water drainage.
Landscaping, public open space & all assoc. works/services at Kilminchy,
Portlaoise, Co. Laois.
Reg. Ref. 11/400
Permission was granted by Laois County Council to Ernst & Young (Receiver For
the Dunmore Partnership) for extension of duration to extend time on Planning
Permissin 05/1685 by five years.
Reg. Ref. 17/557
Permission was granted by Laois County Council on 4th December 2017 to
Thomas Kelly & Sons Ltd for extension of duration for nos. 14-24 Holdbrook Housing
Development, Planning permission reg ref 05/1685 & 11/400.
extension is until the 31st January 2021.
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4.0

PLANNING CONTEXT

4.1

National Framework Plan 2040
The NPF is based on a projection of a 5.7 million people population by 2040 which
is used as a benchmark against which the strategy is placed. This benchmark
provides for one million additional people, 660,000 additional jobs and 550,000
new homes by 2040 (or 25,000 houses to be built each year3).
50% of the national population growth should happen in the Eastern and
Midlands (EMRA) Region and 50% of this population growth should happen within
the City of Dublin and its suburbs. This represents significant housing growth in the
EMRA Region up to 2040 which includes Co. Laois.

4.2

Rebuilding Ireland - Action Plan for Housing & Homelessness 2017
The Action Plan is a response to the housing crisis which has seen a significant
shortfall in housing, particularly in the greater Dublin area.
The Action Plan sets ambitious targets to double the annual level of residential
construction to 25,000 homes and deliver 47,000 units of social housing in the
period to 2021.
There are 5 pillars to the Action Plan. Pillar 3 – Build More Homes – seeks to
increase the output of private housing to meet demand at affordable prices.

3

The Goodbody BER Housebuilding Tracker estimates that annual housing output is running at approximately
11,500 per annum and is amongst the lowest in Europe (source: Irish Independent, 23rd April 2018).
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4.3

Sustainable Urban Residential Development Guidelines, 2009
The Guidelines advise that Outer Suburban and Greenfield sites may be defined
as open lands on the periphery of cities or larger towns whose development will
require the provision of new infrastructure, roads, sewers and ancillary social and
commercial facilities, schools, shops, employment and community facilities. The
subject lands would fall within this classification.
The Guidelines note that the greatest efficiency in land usage on such lands will
be achieved by providing net residential densities in the general range of 35-50
dwellings per hectare and such densities (involving a variety of housing types
where possible) should be encouraged generally.
Development at net densities less than 30 dwellings per hectare should generally
be discouraged in the interests of land efficiency, particularly on sites in excess
of 0.5 hectares (s.5.11).
The design manual which accompanies these guidelines notes in respect of
housing layouts that:
“Perimeter blocks are a well tested and popular way of ensuring a good
distinction between public and private or communal open space” (p.30).

4.4

Midlands Regional Authority: Planning Guidelines 2010 – 2022
These guidelines are due to be replaced by new guidelines from the Regional
Spatial & Economic Strategy for the Eastern and Midland Regional Assembly
once the National Framework Plan is published.
Under the current guidelines Portlaoise is designated as a Principle Town.
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4.5

Laois County Development Plan 2017 – 2023

The CDP notes that the population of Portlaoise town has grown significantly
since 2002 (12,127 persons) to 2011 (20,145) – see table no.2 from the CDP below.

The 2016 Census recorded a population of 22,050 showing that the population
of the town continues to grow at a significant rate despite the economic
recession which prevailed from 2008 until 2013. With the improved economy it is
reasonable to conclude that this population growth trend is likely to continue
and houses must be provided to accommodate this growth.

Fig No.6 Graph showing population growth in Portlaoise from 1990 -2016
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4.6

Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2006-12
The subject lands were zoned Residential 2 under the Portlaosie LAP 2006 -124.

4.7

Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2012-18
The subject lands are zoned Residential 2 under the Portlaosie LAP 2012-18.

Subject lands

Fig No.7 Extract from draft Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2012-18 showing the subject
lands to be zoned Residential 2.

4.8

Draft Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2018-24
The draft Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2018-24 has now changed the zoning on the
subject lands to Strategic Reserve. The lands beyond the subject lands have also
been dezoned.

4

Source: Planner’s Report under Reg. Ref. 15/338.
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Subject lands

Fig No.8 Extract from draft Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2018-24 showing the subject
lands to be zoned Strategic Residential Reserve

Subject lands

Fig No. 9 Extract from draft Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2018-24 showing the subject lands
to be zoned Strategic Residential Reserve (outlined in black).
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The Objectives Map in the draft LAP shows provision for a new outer orbital road
to run to the north of the subject lands and this could improve accessibility over
time.

Subject lands

Fig No.10 Extract from Objectives map in the draft Portlaoise LAP 2018-24.
The Draft LAP flood map does not show the subject lands to be within the flood
risk area.

Subject lands

Fig No.11 Extract from Flood Plains map in the draft Portlaoise LAP 2018-24.
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5.0

SUBMISSION

5.1

Introduction
It is respectively submitted to the Council that it does not make sense to zone
the subject lands for Strategic Residential Reserve when the lands have the
benefit of an extant planning permission that is live until 2019.
The stated objective of lands zoned for Strategic Residential Reserve is:“To provide lands for future development in line with national and regional
targets”.
The stated purpose of this zoning is:“The inclusion of such lands will not in any way infer a prior commitment on the
part of Laois County Council regarding their future zoning during the review of
the subsequent development plan for the plan period 2024-2030. Such a
decision will be considered within the framework of national and regional
population targets applicable at that time and the proper planning and
sustainable development of the County”.
In essence this zoning relates to lands which are held in reserve for potential
future residential development. It is submitted to the Council that given the
subject lands having a live permission and are ‘committed’ this should be
reflected by an appropriate zoning objective i.e. Residential 2.
It is accepted that the subject lands were zoned Residential 2 under the previous
local area plans for Portlaoise and this zoning did not yield any housing but there
are two critical factors which are important to highlight to the Council.
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1. The site is under new ownership and the new owners are fully committed to
acting on the extant planning permission
2. The severe economic downturn during this period which is only now
beginning to recover.
The reasons for supporting new residential development on the subject lands are
outlined below:
5.2

Reasons for Supporting Residential Development on the Subject Lands:

o

Pillar Number 3 of Rebuilding Ireland seeks to build more private houses in
order to address the current housing crisis.

o

Only 11,500 houses are currently being built per annum. The National
Framework Plan 2040 estimates the need for 25,000 houses to be built per
annum and seeks to encourage house building outside Dublin in established
towns - such as Portlaoise.

o

The subject lands were previously zoned for Residential development which
indicates that the Council considered them eminently suitable for residential
development.

o

There are no known constraints associated with the development of the
subject lands.

o

The land have the benefit of a live planning permission for 149 dwelling but
this expires in March 2019 and there is insufficient time to built out under this
permission.

o

The lands adjoin existing residential zoned lands and represent sequential
development.
20
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o

The unkempt condition of the lands in their current state detracts from the
visual amenity of the area and would significantly benefit from being
developed.

o

The lands have an established vehicular access.

o

The lands have the benefit of existing foul and surface water drainage and in
essence represent a ‘ready to go’ site.

Garryduff Properties Ltd have a track record of delivering high quality housing
schemes and are fully committed to developing out the subject lands for
housing. The proposed strategic zoning under the draft Plan would seriously
jeopardise the delivery of housing on the subject lands.

To ensure the

development is financed and programmed correctly surety in the zoning would
be required. We trust that the Council will afford this submission serious
consideration in the preparation of the Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2018-24.
Signed:

David Mulcahy
David Mulcahy Planning Consultants Ltd
CHARTERED PLANNING CONSULTANTS
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To: Senior Planner,
Planning Section,
Áras an Chontae,
James Fintan Lalor Ave,
Portlaoise,
Co Laois

08/05/2018

Submission on Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2018 – 2024
Name of Organisation: Respond
Contact person: Angela Tunney Senior Architect
Address: High Park, Grace Park Road, Dublin 9
Submission on Proposed zoning:
1.1 Respond notes and welcomes the proposed zoning of the lands to the south of Portlaoise
town centre at Abbeyleix Road. The lands are bounded by existing residential development to
the north (Abbey Court) and to the East (Abbeyleix Road) and by lands in agricultural use to
the west and south.
1.2 ZONING: The proposed zoning: Residential 2 – New Proposed Residential with the Objective: To
provide for new residential development, residential services and community facilities is welcomed
by Respond.
The purpose of the zoning is noted:
‘This zone is intended primarily for housing development but may include a range of other uses
particularly those that have the potential to facilitate the development of new residential
communities such as open space, schools, crèches, small shops, doctor’s surgeries, playing fields etc.
The improved quality of residential areas and the servicing of orderly development will be priority.
New housing and infill developments should be of sensitive design, which are complimentary to their
surroundings and do not adversely impact on the amenity of adjoining residents. No piecemeal
development can take place unless it does not conflict with the possible future development of the
reserved development areas of the town.’

1.3 LOCATION: With the site located just 1.3 Km from Market Square and very accessible to a range
of local services including a neighbourhood centre, Respond considers that this proposed zoning
fully aligns with the strategic vision for sustainable residential development, which is based on the
role of Portlaoise as defined in the settlement strategy of the Laois County Development Plan 2017 -

2023 and the aspirations of the people and stakeholders in Portlaoise. The proposed vision
statement reads as follows:
“To fulfil the role as Principal Town, by providing for low carbon, sustainable and consolidated
growth in a coherent spatial manner, protecting and maximising opportunities presented by the
unique natural and built environment for green and public modes of transport, recreation and
employment opportunities, while delivering an exemplar quality of life for residents”.
The zoning of this well located site as ‘New Residential’ will contribute to the orderly delivery of the
Core Strategy for Portlaoise as stated in the development plan – housing needs:
‘As the principal town of the County, Portlaoise is required to cater for new housing to serve
population growth and new household formation, in accordance with the population targets of the
Midland Regional Planning Guidelines and the Core Strategy of the Laois County Development Plan
2017 – 2023. In accordance with the Core Strategy, the town of Portlaoise has a projected
requirement for an additional 1,824 households over the six-year period up to 2023. The Core
Strategy identifies a requirement for 78ha. of land in order to accommodate planned growth,
equating to an average density of 35 units per hectare’.
and
‘In order to ensure the delivery of high quality housing in a sustainable manner residential
development will be required to: -Be located in places that can support sustainable development,
places which support growth, innovation and the efficient provision of infrastructure, are accessible
to a range of local services, can encourage the use of public transport, walking and cycling, and help
tackle climate change;’

1.4 HOUSING OBJECTIVES: This proposed zoning also fully aligns with the Council Housing Objective
HO1 in the development plan –
‘to ensure that sufficient zoned land is available at appropriate locations to cater for the envisaged
population growth of the Core Strategy;’.

Respond look forward to the adoption of the Portlaoise Local Area Plan 2018-2024 with the New
Residential zoning as proposed for this site.
End of Submission

Angela Tunney
Senior Architect
Phone: +353 51 840200

